
 

BIG BOX APPROACH to Fastener Costing 

Understanding The “Big Box” – It is important not fixate on the cost of any single component but 
rather on the entire fastened joint. In other words, it is all too common for the user to focus on a 
single component and ignore all that is going on with the entire fastened joint.  

Take for example the simple act of attaching a cover over an aluminum housing. There are many 
approaches that can be taken to accomplish this, but perhaps the most traditional approach would 
be to tap threaded holes in the aluminum housing and use a simple machine screw to make the 
attachment. Now, “what if you changed those screws to thread rolling screws?” or “why not use a 
thread insert as reinforcement?”.  A near sighted answer would be “no we can’t do that because it 
will cost more.”  

This case fails to recognize that the change from a machine screw to a thread rolling screw 
eliminates a slow tapping operation, improves efficiency, decreases down-time, and improves joint 
quality and performance for a net savings well in excess of the added cost of the new screw. Or using 
a thread insert would reinforce the thread in a soft material like aluminum reducing the chances of 
thread failure and wear-out that would potentially be very expensive. 

What are some of the contributors to the big box? Some of the more common ones are: 

Joint preparation: This includes drilling, machining, tapping, reaming, and cleaning. Eliminating or 
reducing any of these operations can be a HUGE savings in both cost and efficiency.  

Other Fastener Members: This would include components like clips, washers, and nuts. Again, the 
elimination of even one of these components can lead to a significant savings.  

Assembly Cost: Significant cost drivers in the assembly process include time, ease of assembly, and 
ergonomics.  

Scrap Costs: If the existing joint is complicated or has many pieces, the chances of generating scrap 
start to increase. In some instances, where the assembled product is very costly, the need to scrap 
even a single, assembled component over a fastener can be very distressing to the customer.   

Down-time Costs: Product that breaks down due to fastener wear-out or failure can result in a huge 
cost that outweighs savings made using an inferior fastener. 

Rework Costs: Improper selection of fastener that causes rework  because of thread wear-out, 
corrosion etc.  

Indirect Costs: These include things like part number maintenance and paperwork.  

Materials:  The material from which the fastener is made is often the most significant cost driver in 
the manufacturing equation. Naturally this is not always the case and may depend on other value-
added activities on specific part designs, but it could be is the single highest cost contributor.  The 
following list are considerations for how material can drive cost:  



Use Standard Materials Versus Specials:  Although there are hundreds if not thousands of different 
material types and grades, the fastener manufacturing community uses only a small selection of 
them. This means that the companies that produce cold heading quality materials (used for heading 
fasteners) usually make several grades in very high quantities and much lower quantities of less 
frequently used materials. Choosing these high quantity, standard varieties will provide lower raw 
material costs.  

Use Domestic Material Grades:  Although this may be more challenging to put into practice if you do 
a lot of business with foreign companies or their local subsidiaries, most fastener manufacturing 
regions of the world favor the use of local standards.  Local standards are normally regional in nature 
and don’t always agree with ones from other regions. Therefore, a company that specifies a material 
standard from outside the region is prone to increase the part cost because the material must be 
procured from outside the normal channels and may have added transportation and duty costs 
associated with it.  

Alloy Versus Plain Carbon Steels: Alloy steels are higher cost than plain carbon steels. Alloy steels 
are necessary, however, to properly manufacture many high strength fasteners such as property 
class 10.9 (Grade 8) and property class 12.9 fasteners.  

Non-Ferrous, Corrosion Resistant, and Specialty Metals: If designs call out non-ferrous materials 
such as aluminum, copper, or titanium,  corrosion and heat resistant materials such as stainless 
steel, or specialty metals such as nickel based alloys like A286 and Alloy 718 (Inconel®), the costs can 
ratchet very quickly. While materials like stainless steel and aluminum may only be three to four 
times more costly than alloy steel, some of the nickel based super alloys can be over a hundred 
times more expensive. 

Manufacturing: It is often very difficult for the average individual to pick up a part, look at it, and 
determine whether it was made in a simple two-step forming process or by a complicated, multiple 
step process. It is difficult to determine the complexity of the tools used and whether added heat 
was necessary or not. The long and short of it is that it is difficult or impossible for the uninitiated to 
recognize how simple or complicated the manufacturing process for specific parts was. The following 
are some general principles that can be employed to understand the impact on cost of the 
manufacturing process:  

The greater the part complexity the more sophisticated the forming equipment needs to be. In some 
instances, complex geometries can only be obtained when secondary operations are utilized.  

Large changes in diameter, upsets (forming of the head or collar), or reductions in area require more 
forming stations, larger machines, and slower cycle times.  

Double collars usually require a secondary forming operation to form the second collar.  

Tighter dimensional control requires more sophisticated forming equipment and greater 
intentionality by the manufacturer.  

Every dimension must be controlled and has an associated cost.  

Geometric Dimensions and Tolerances (GDT) are more difficult to control and validate. The more of 
these requirements on a print, the more costly the part. Once again, this is one of those cost drivers 
you cannot see by looking at the part. The only way you can understand this is reviewing and 
understanding the print requirements.  



Some radiuses are formed by free-flowing material. If a customer needs a tightly controlled radius, it 
may not be achievable with typical forming processes and will require a secondary operation.  

Not all internal drive recesses are the same. Some drive recesses are more difficult on tooling than 
others.  

Roll forming features like special point configurations and grooves are excellent cost savings options.
  

Ultra-tight tolerances and surface finish requirements usually require secondary operations. 

Heat Treating and Plating:  Heat Treating and plating can both be significant cost drivers. The 
following is a list of some cost considerations related to these processes:  

Bulk processing is less costly than rack or batch processing techniques. Fortunately, most fasteners 
are heat treated in bulk furnaces that utilize moving mesh belts or a rotating screw. These furnaces 
can process a lot of parts in a relatively short period of time.   

Heat treating can cause distortion, especially on long, skinny parts. Remediation of distortion can be 
very costly after the heat-treating process is completed.  

Plating and Coating costs span a wide range.  As a general rule, processes that can be done in bulk or 
processed quickly are less costly than those which require slower processing or costly processing 
constituents. 

Miscellaneous Cost Drivers:  In addition to those mentioned, there are several other prominent 
miscellaneous cost drivers:  

Every requirement (on a print or PO) has a cost. This includes special quality requirements, necessity 
to submit a COC or TC, and every characteristic that is dimensioned on the print.  

Normally reducing complexity has a cost advantage  

Many processes that have been accepted by customers may carry unknown or hidden costs. For 
example, dip spin applied coatings have become quite popular but causes fill in recesses on screws 
below M6. The costs associated with remedying these problems are often overlooked until a quality 
spill occurs and everyone begins pointing fingers at one another regarding a remedy.  

Packaging can introduce significant costs, especially if there are special packaging requirements or 
needs to protect certain part features like threads or ground shoulders. 

Summary  

The previous points just begin to scratch the surface of all the different nuances that go into 
understanding the costs of a fastener. An example would be the excessive cost of certain items 
purchased by the military. Strangely, they would pay Rs.30,000/- for a hammer that would cost 
under Rs.1,000/-. This was due to all the unique requirements that had been placed on the 
purchasing of that hammer. In the same way, it is impossible for those who don’t really understand 
what goes into making a bolt, screw, or nut to look at one and appreciate the true costs that have 
gone into it.  This means the Big Box approach is necessary to properly cost fastener requirements. 


